Abstract. We cut a hyperbolic surface of finite area along some analytic simple closed curves, and glue in cylinders of varying moduli. We prove that as the moduli of the glued cylinders go to infinity, the Fenchel-Nielsen twist coordinates for the resulting surface around those cylinders converge.
Introduction
Let S be a hyperbolic Riemann surface with finite area. We want to perform a surgery on S which we call conformal grafting. Let E be an analytic multicurve in S, i.e. a set of disjoint, non-parallel, non-peripheral, essential, simple, closed, parametrized analytic curves. For every vector t ∈ (R ≥0 ) E , we construct a new surface S t as follows. We first cut S along E and then, for each curve α ∈ E, we glue a cylinder of modulus t α to S \ E using the parametrization α on each boundary circle.
This construction recovers some well-studied paths in Teichmüller space. If each component of E is geodesic for the hyperbolic metric on S, then for every t the set { S λt | λ ≥ 0 } is called a grafting ray [Dum] . By taking the multicurve E to be the set of core curves for a Jenkins-Strebel quadratic differential, we obtain a Strebel ray, which is a special kind of geodesic for the the Teichmüller metric [Mas] .
From the point of view of hyperbolic geometry, the effect of conformal grafting is to pinch the surface S along the multicurve E. Let S ∞ be the surface constructed by gluing a pair of half-infinite cylinders to S \ E for each α ∈ E. In the hyperbolic metric, these half-infinite cylinders are cusp neighborhoods. Thus we've replaced each curve in E by a pair of cusps. For grafting rays [Hen] and Strebel rays [Mas] it is known that S t looks more and more like S ∞ in the hyperbolic metric at t increases. We prove this in general.
Proposition 1.1. The surface S t converges geometrically to S ∞ as t → ∞ E .
The notation t → ∞ E means that t α → ∞ for each α ∈ E. There are several equivalent ways to describe geometric convergence. The first one is to say that for every choice of basepoint x ∞ ∈ S ∞ , there is a basepoint x t ∈ S t such that (S t , x t ) → (S ∞ , x ∞ ) in Gromov's bilipschitz metric. This means that someone with blurred vision and limited eyesight cannot distinguish S t from S ∞ when standing at x t and x ∞ whenever t is large enough. The second way is to say that the deck group for the universal cover of S t converges to the deck group for the universal cover of S ∞ in the Chabauty topology. Lastly, we can say that for any choice of FenchelNielsen coordinates for S compatible with the multicurve E, the coordinates for S t about curves not in E converge to the corresponding coordinates for S ∞ , and the length of every curve in E converges to zero, corresponding to the fact that the curve has become a pair of cusps in S ∞ . We prove these three versions of Proposition 1.1 in section 5.
Our main result, however, is that the remaining Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates -the twist coordinates about the curves which are getting pinched-converge as well. Theorem 1.2. For every α ∈ E, the Fenchel-Nielsen twist coordinate for S t around α converges to some finite value as t → ∞ E .
This was first proved by Chris Judge (unpublished) in the case of Strebel rays. Our proof is both more general and elementary. One may interpret this result as saying that S t does not spiral in moduli space as it converges to S ∞ . Scott Wolpert asked in [Wol] whether Fenchel-Nielsen twist coordinates about curves that get pinched stay bounded along Weil-Petersson geodesics of finite length. This would follow if one could prove that any such geodesic is contained in a compactly generated family of grafting hyperoctants of the form t → S t .
In the next section we briefly review Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates. Then we state a more precise version of Theorem 1.2 and proceed with the proof.
Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates
Recall that E is an analytic multicurve in the hyperbolic Riemann surface S. Let F be a maximal multicurve in S containing E, and let X be an element of Teich(S), the Teichmüller space of S. Every α ∈ F is freely homotopic to a unique simple closed geodesic α * in the hyperbolic metric on X. The length of α * is denoted by α (X). If we cut X along the set of closed geodesics α∈F α * , we obtain a disjoint union of hyperbolic pairs of pants. Each such pair of pants has three geodesic seams, one between each pair of ends (either cusp neighborhoods or one-sided neighborhoods of geodesics). For each α ∈ F , the half-twist coordinate θ α (X) is defined as the signed distance between the seams of the pants on both sides of α * , counted in number of full rotations. Since there are two diametrically opposed seams to choose from on each side of α * , this half-twist is only defined up to half integers, hence the name. We thus consider θ α (X) as an element of the circle R/ 1 2 Z. One can lift θ α to a continuous map
is a homeomorphism, known as Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates.
We will show that for every α ∈ E, the half-twist θ α (S t ) converges as t → ∞ E . Since the map t → S t is continuous and the projection R → R/ 1 2 Z is a covering map, the Fenchel-Nielsen twist coordinate θ α (S t ) also converges as t → ∞ E .
Limiting angles
In this section, we explain how the limit of each half-twist θ α (S t ) for α ∈ E can be seen on the limit surface S ∞ .
If we add two copies of E to the cut-up surface S \E, we get a bordered Riemann surface S E . Let S 1 = R/Z have the usual orientation. For each α ∈ E, there are two parametrized boundary curves
labeled in such a way that S E is to the left of α + and to the right of α − . The surface S ∞ is obtained by gluing half-infinite cylinders
to S E along S 1 × {0} via the maps α + and α − respectively, for each α ∈ E. Note that a half-infinite cylinder is conformally equivalent to a punctured disk. It is easy to see that every component of S ∞ is a hyperbolic surface of finite area. As before, let F be any maximal multicurve in S containing E. The inclusion of F \ E in S ∞ is then a maximal multicurve. For each β ∈ F \ E, there is a unique closed geodesic β * freely homotopic to β in S ∞ . The geodesic multicurve
divides S ∞ into hyperbolic pairs of pants, each having three geodesic seams. For the rest of this section, fix some α ∈ E. Denote by C + = S 1 × (−∞, 0] and 
Lemma 3.1. There exist angles θ
There is a covering map ψ : D \ {0} → S ∞ corresponding to the cusp C + , and ϕ lifts under ψ to a conformal embedding ϕ : D \ {0} → D \ {0}. We can also lift the seam η + under the covering map ψ. The resulting geodesic η + : [0, ∞) → D \ {0} goes towards the puncture as s → ∞. Therefore, it is a radial ray. By Riemann's removable singularity theorem, ϕ extends holomorphically at the origin with ϕ(0) = 0. In particular, the path
has a one-sided tangent at the origin. Equivalently, the argument of ϕ −1 • η + (s) has a limit as s → ∞.
The precise version of Theorem 1.2 which we will prove is the following. Figure 2 . The asymptotic angles on either side of the pair of cusps corresponding to α in S ∞ .
By definition, the half-twist θ α (S t ) is the angle difference between two seams η + t and η − t on either side of the closed geodesic α * in S t . There are two main ideas involved in proving that θ α (S t ) → (θ
The first one is of geometric convergence. In the hyperbolic metric, S t looks more and more like S ∞ away from the curves which are getting pinched. In particular, η + t and η − t converge on compact sets to η + and η − . The second idea is to control what happens deep inside the grafted cylinder, and how the change from grafted cylinder coordinates to hyperbolic coordinates distorts distances.
Figure 3. The closed geodesic α * in S t and one geodesic seam on each side.
Grafted cylinders are long in the hyperbolic metric
In this section, we relate the conformal geometry of S t to its hyperbolic geometry. Let us set up some notations. For every t ∈ (R ≥0 ) E , the surface S t is constructed by gluing, for each α ∈ E, the cylinder S 1 × [0, t α ] to the bordered surface S E with the maps α + and α − on the top and bottom circles respectively. Let C α t be the grafted cylinder S 1 × (0, t α ) in S t , and let α t be the central circle S 1 × {t α /2}. Our goal is to prove that the hyperbolic distance across either half of C α t goes to infinity. Lemma 4.1. For every α ∈ E, the distance across either component of C α t \ α t in the hyperbolic metric on S t goes to ∞ as t → ∞ E .
This will be used in proving that S t converges geometrically to S ∞ as t → ∞ E .
Grafting pinches. As we mentioned in the introduction, grafting S along E pinches the corresponding geodesics. Recall that α * t denotes the closed geodesic homotopic to α t in S t , and that α (S t ) denotes its length.
Lemma 4.2. For every α ∈ E and every t ∈ (R ≥0 )
2 ) is given by ds = dx 2 + dy 2 / cos y. There is a unique simple closed geodesic in this metric, namely the core curve S 1 × {0}, which has length . Assume that t α > 0. By the Schwarz lemma, the inclusion C α t → S t is a contraction with respect to the hyperbolic metrics. Since C α t is conformally equivalent to the cylinder
The modulus of a cylinder. A conformal metric on a Riemann surface Z is a Borel measurable function ρ : T Z → R ≥0 such that ρ(λv) = |λ|ρ(v) for every λ ∈ C and every v ∈ T Z. Let Γ be any family of curves in Z. We say that a conformal metric ρ is admissible for Γ if the length
is at least 1 for every locally rectifiable γ ∈ Γ. The modulus of Γ is defined as
This is the same as the reciprocal of the extremal length of Γ and is a conformal invariant. Any Riemann surface which is homotopy equivalent to a circle will be called a cylinder or an annulus. The modulus of a cylinder is by definition the modulus of the family of its essential loops. The cylinders S 1 × R and S 1 × (0, ∞) have infinite modulus, and S 1 × (0, m) has modulus m. Every cylinder is conformally equivalent to exactly one of these model cylinders.
Collars in grafted cylinders. The collar lemma states that if γ is a simple closed geodesic of length in a hyperbolic surface Z, the neighborhood N of width
about γ in Z is an embedded annulus. Assume that ∈ (0, π) and let m be the modulus of N . Since the covering space of Z corresponding to γ is a cylinder of modulus π/ , we have m ≤ π/ . On the other hand, we have
so that m ≥ π/ − 1. The details are left to the reader since a different proof of this lower bound can be found in [DH] . The next lemma shows that for t large enough, there is a hyperbolic collar of large modulus about α * t which is not only embedded in S t but also contained in the grafted cylinder C α t . We need some more definitions first. For s, t ∈ (R ≥0 ) E , let us say that
There is a unique conformal embedding g t : X t → S ∞ such that the diagram
commutes, where the inclusions S \ E → X t and S \ E → S ∞ come from the construction of S t and S ∞ . Observe that g t (X t ) exhausts S ∞ as t → ∞ E .
Lemma 4.3. There exists a constant c > 1 and a vector T ∈ (R ≥0 ) E such that for all t ≥ T and all α ∈ E, the hyperbolic collar of modulus π/ α (S t ) − c about α * t is contained in the grafted cylinder C α t .
Proof. Fix α ∈ E and let t = α (S t ) and
2 ) → S t be the annulus cover corresponding to α t . Consider the largest subset
To prove the lemma, we have to find c > 0 such that (−
It is easy to see that J t is open. Moreover, J t is connected. Indeed, if u, v ∈ J t and u < v, then the image curves ψ t ( t S 1 × {u}) and ψ t ( t S 1 × {v}) are homotopic to each other inside C t , as they are both homotopic to α t . Such a homotopy lifts under ψ t to a homotopy between t S 1 × {u} and t S 1 × {v} inside ψ −1 (C t ). This homotopy has to sweep all points
2 ), then |I t | ≤ |I t | + t so a bound of the form |I t | ≤ M t suffices, for we can then set c := 2(M + 1). The problem is thus reduced to finding an upper bound M for
Let Γ t denote the family of circles t S 1 × {u} such that u ∈ I t . We have
The last equality holds because the restriction of
2 ) is injective by the lower bound on the modulus of collars. This is why we replaced I t with I t . Now let Γ t be the family of closed curves in S t which are homotopic to α t but are not entirely contained in the grafted cylinder C t . Observe that ψ t (Γ t ) ⊂ Γ t by construction. Monotonicity of modulus thus implies that mod ψ t (Γ t ) ≤ mod Γ t .
Let ρ be the hyperbolic metric on S ∞ and let A be its area S∞ ρ 2 which is finite. Define the conformal metric ρ t on S t to be g * t ρ on X t = S t \ α∈E α t . The area of ρ t is at most A. Therefore, it suffices to find a lower bound L > 0 for the length of the curves in Γ t in the metric ρ t , for then rescaling the metric by 1/L will give an upper bound of A/L 2 for mod Γ t . For every β ∈ E, there are two corresponding grafted half-infinite cylinders C
with sections s
there exists a u > 0 such that each image s
Let L be twice the injectivity radius of S 1 ×(0, ∞) at the point iu in the hyperbolic metric. Then every essential loop in S 1 × (0, ∞) which is not entirely contained in
− but is homotopic to one of them. Therefore g t (γ) lifts under the corresponding covering map ψ α ± to an essential curve in
If γ ∈ Γ t is not contained in X t , then a subarc ω of γ has to cross half of a grafted cylinder, that is one component of C β t \ β t for some β ∈ E. If t is large enough, then any such arc is longer than L in the metric ρ t . To see this, consider the union of cylinders
As K is compact, it is contained in g t (X t ) for all large enough t. Then every arc crossing a component of C β t \ β t has to cross a component of g
The non-squeezing lemma. Proof. Let b > 0 and let X be an essential cylinder in C/Z which contains no closed straight cylinder of modulus b. We want to show that mod X < b + 1.
For convenience of notation, we transfer to the planar setting using the conformal map h : C/Z → C \ {0} given by h(z) = e We now go back to cylindrical coordinates. Let u = log r/2π and v = log R/2π. Then every essential loop in X intersects S 1 × (u, ∞) and
Consider the cylinder Z = S 1 × (u − 1/2, v + 1/2). We define the conformal metric ρ to be the euclidean metric |dz| on X ∩ Z and zero on X \ Z. Let γ be an essential loop in X. We claim that length(γ, ρ) ≥ 1. If γ is contained in Z, this is obvious. If not, then γ intersects
. Without loss of generality, assume that γ intersects the former. Since γ has to intersect S 1 × (u, ∞) as well, its length is at least 1, for two disjoint subarcs must cross S 1 × (u − 1/2, u]. Therefore, ρ is admissible for the family of essential loops in X and we have
It is easy to see that ρ is not extremal and hence the strict inequality holds.
Remark. Among essential cylinders in C \ {0} which do not contain any closed round annulus of modulus b centered at the origin, the one with largest modulus is the Teichmüller annulus
The latter has modulus between b + 4 log 2 2π
and b + 5 log 2 2π [Ahl, §4.12] .
Getting across grafted cylinders. We are ready to prove that the hyperbolic distance across either half of the grafted cylinder C α t goes to infinity as t → ∞ E .
Proof of Lemma 4.1.
2 ) → S t be annulus cover corresponding to α t . Also let c and T be as in Lemma 4.3.
Let C ± t denote the two components of C t \ α t . Each of C ± t has modulus t α /2. The cylinders C This lower bound goes to infinity as t → ∞ E .
Convergence of surfaces
The goal of this section is to prove that S t converges geometrically to S ∞ as t → ∞ E , which is the content of Proposition 1.1.
Gromov convergence. Fix some point x ∈ S \ E and some nonzero tangent vector v at x. For every t ∈ (R ≥0 ) E ∪ {∞}, denote by x t and v t the images of x and v under the inclusion S \ E → S t .
For every t ∈ (R ≥0 ) E ∪ {∞}, let p t : D → S t be the unique holomorphic covering map such that p t (0) = x t and (d 0 p t )(∂/∂z) = λv t for some λ > 0. For every t ∈ (R ≥0 ) E , let X t be the connected component of p −1 t (X t ) containing the origin. We want to lift the conformal embedding g t : X t → S ∞ to universal covers. This requires the following topological lemma.
Lemma 5.1. The following statements hold for every t ∈ (R ≥0 ) E :
(1) X t is simply connected; (2) the inclusion i : X t → S t induces an injective homomorphism
(3) the embedding g t : X t → S ∞ induces an isomorphism
Proof. Let h : S t → S t be a homeorphism that maps each α t to its geodesic representative α * t and lift h to a homeomorphism h : D → D. The set h( X t ) is a connected component of D \ p −1 t ( α∈E α * t ) and is therefore hyperbolically convex. Since h is a homeomorphism, X t is contractible and in particular simply connected.
The kernel of i * : π 1 (X t , x t ) → π 1 (S t , x t ) is equal to the image under (p t ) * of π 1 ( X t , 0), which is trivial by part (1). Hence i * is injective.
The sets g t (X t ) and S ∞ deformation retract onto a common closed subset. Such a deformation retraction is obtained by contracting vertical lines in the grafted half-cylinders. It follows that the inclusion of g t (X t ) into S ∞ induces an isomorphism on fundamental groups. Since g t is a homeomorphism onto its image, (g t ) * : π 1 (X t , x t ) → π 1 (S ∞ , x ∞ ) is an isomorphism.
Standard covering space theory implies that we can lift g t .
Lemma 5.2. For every t ∈ (R ≥0 )
E , the embedding g t : X t → S ∞ lifts to an injective holomorphic map g t : X t → D with g t (0) = 0 and g t (0) > 0.
Proof. Since X t is simply connected and p ∞ is a holomorphic covering map, the composition g t • p t : X t → S ∞ lifts to a holomorphic map g t : X t → D fixing the origin. The derivative g t (0) is positive because of the normalization of the covering maps and the fact that g t sends v t to v ∞ . We claim that g t ( X t ) is simply connected. First observe that the restriction p ∞ : g t ( X t ) → g t (X t ) is a covering map, and hence (p ∞ ) * is injective on π 1 ( g t ( X t ), 0). By covering space theory, the image of π 1 ( g t ( X t ), 0) in π 1 (g t (X t ), x ∞ ) is equal to the kernel of the homomorphism j * : π 1 (g t (X t ), x ∞ ) → π 1 (S ∞ , x ∞ ) induced by the inclusion map j : g t (X t ) → S ∞ . By the last lemma, j * is a bijection. Consequently, π 1 ( g t ( X t ), 0) is trivial.
Since g t ( X t ) is simply connected and p t is a covering map, g −1 t •p ∞ : g t ( X t ) → X t lifts to a map h t : g t ( X t ) → X t fixing the origin. Then h t • g t is a lift of the identity map on X t fixing the origin and is thus the identity. This proves that g t is injective.
Next, we need to know that the open sets X t exhaust the unit disk as t → ∞ E .
Lemma 5.3. Let r t and R t be the euclidean radii of the largest disks centered at the origin contained in X t and g t ( X t ) respectively. Then r t → 1, R t → 1, and hence g t (0) → 1 as t → ∞ E .
Proof. Let d > 0. By Lemma 4.1, there is a T ∈ (R ≥0 ) E such that for every t ≥ T , the hyperbolic distance d(x t , α∈E α t ) is bigger than d. Thus the disk B d (x t ) of radius d about x t in S t is disjoint from α∈E α t and hence contained in X t . Therefore, B d (0) is contained in X t . Since d is arbitrary, r t → 1 as t → ∞ E . Let D be any closed disk inside D centered at the origin. The projection p ∞ (D) is compact and thus contained in g t (X t ) for all large enough t. Hence D is contained in p −1 ∞ (g t (X t )), and thus in g t ( X t ), for all large enough t. Therefore R t → 1 as t → ∞ E . By the Schwarz lemma, we have R t ≤ g t (0) ≤ 1/r t and hence g t (0) → 1 as t → ∞ E .
A normal families argument easily implies that g t converges to the identity.
Lemma 5.4. The maps g t and g t −1 converge locally uniformly to the identity map
Proof. Let us prove that g t → id. By Montel's theorem, every subnet of the net ( g t ) admits a subnet which converges locally uniformly to some holomorphic limit g : D → D. We must have g(0) = 0, since g t (0) = 0 for all t. By Cauchy's integral formula, derivatives also converge pointwise, and so g (0) = 1 by the last lemma. By the Schwarz lemma, g is the identity. Therefore, the net ( g t ) converges to the identity map. The proof for g t −1 is identical.
From this theorem and Cauchy's integral formula, it follows that the derivatives g t and ( g t −1 ) converge locally uniformly to 1. Therefore, g t −1 and hence g −1 t is as close as we want to being a hyperbolic isometry on compact sets.
Proposition 5.5. The surface (S t , x t ) converges to (S ∞ , x ∞ ) in Gromov's bilipschitz metric as t → ∞ E .
Proof. Let R > 0 and K > 1. For t large enough, the map g
is defined on the ball B R (x ∞ ) and its restriction to that disk has bilipschitz constant less than or equal to K. This is because the norm of the derivative of g −1 t at a point p ∞ (z) with respect to hyperbolic metrics is equal to
and the latter converges to 1 uniformly on compact sets. Thus the Gromov distance between (S t , x t ) and (S ∞ , x ∞ ) is at most log K.
Convergence of deck groups. For every t ∈ (R ≥0 ) E ∪ {∞}, let G t be the deck group for the covering map p t : D → S t and let
be the isomorphism where Θ t ([β]) is the unique deck transformation h such that h(0) is the endpoint of the lift of the loop β based at 0.
Recall from Lemma 5.1 that the inclusion i : X t → S t is injective on fundamental groups and that g t : X t → S ∞ is bijective on fundamental groups. We thus have a faithful representation
−1 * . It is well-known that Gromov convergence implies Chabauty convergence of deck groups. We include a proof for completeness.
Proposition 5.6. The deck group G t converges geometrically to G ∞ and the representation Φ t converges algebraically and geometrically to Θ ∞ as t → ∞ E .
Proof. Suppose we have a sequence (h t n ) n∈N with h t n ∈ G t n and t n → ∞ E which converges locally uniformly to a Möbius transformation h. Observe that X t n and h t n ( X t n ) either coincide or are disjoint, as they are connected components of the inverse image p −1 t n (X t n ). Let U be a neighborhood of h(0) with compact closure in D. By Lemma 5.3, U is contained in X t n for all large enough n. Since h t n (0) converges to h(0), we eventually have h t n (0) ∈ X t n and hence h t n ( X t n ) = X t n . Then on X t n we have
Since g t n converges locally uniformly to the identity map, we get p ∞ = p ∞ • h in the limit and therefore h belongs to the deck group G ∞ .
Let h ∈ G ∞ . We have to show that some net (h t ) t∈(R ≥0 ) E with h t ∈ G t converges locally uniformly to h as t → ∞ E . Assume that each component of t is large enough so that h(0) ∈ g t ( X t ). Then h • g t ( X t ) equals g t ( X t ), since both are connected components of p −1 ∞ (g t (X t )) and their intersection is non-empty. Therefore, the map m t := g t −1 • h • g t is well-defined on X t . We have
Since p t : D → S t is a regular covering map, for every z ∈ X t there exists a unique deck transformation h
together with the local injectivity of p t implies that h z t (w) = m t (w) for all w in some neighborhood of z. Therefore, the map z → h z t is locally constant. As X t is connected, h t = h z t does not depend on z ∈ X t and we have h t = m t on all of X t . Since h t = g t −1 • h • g t on X t and g t → id, we have h t → h as t → ∞ E . We now prove that
, and let h = Θ ∞ ([β] ). Then h(0) is the endpoint of the lift β of β to D based at 0. Suppose that all components of t are large enough so that β ⊂ g t (X t ). Then by definition h t equals Θ t ([g −1 t (β)]) and hence h t (0) is the endpoint of the lift of g −1 t (β) to D based at 0. This lift is equal to g t −1 ( β), so
As in the previous paragraph, it follows that h t = g t −1
• h • g t on X t and thus
) is a subgroup of G t , and the latter converges to G ∞ , the only possible limits of sequences (h t n ) n∈N with h t n ∈ Φ t n (π 1 (S ∞ , x ∞ )) and t n → ∞ E are contained in G ∞ . By the previous paragraph, every element in G ∞ arises as a limit. Therefore Φ t (π 1 (S ∞ , x ∞ )) converges to Θ ∞ (π 1 (S ∞ , x ∞ )) geometrically.
Convergence of Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates in the thick part. From Chabauty convergence of the deck groups, we can easily deduce that the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates for S t about curves that do not get pinched converge to the corresponding coordinates on S ∞ .
Proposition 5.7. For every α ∈ F \ E, we have
Proof. Fix α ∈ F \ E, and choose an arc γ from the basepoint x to β in S \ E. For any t ∈ (R ≥ 0) E ∪ {∞}, let σ t denote the inclusion of the loop σ = γ * α * γ in S t . By Proposition 5.6, the deck transformation
In particular, the translation length α (S t ) of h t converges to the translation length α (S ∞ ) of h as t → ∞ E . For every β ∈ F \ E and every t ∈ (R ≥0 ) E ∪ {∞}, let β * t be the closed geodesic homotopic to β in S t . Recall that θ α (S t ) is defined as the normalized distance between the feet of two seams η + t and η − t modulo one half. Each seam runs from α * t to either another simple closed geodesic in S t or a cusp. Let σ ± be a loop based at x in S \ E such that its inclusion σ ± t in S t is homotopic to either the geodesic or the puncture at the other end of η ± t , and let h
If h ∈ Aut(D) is hyperbolic, we let axis(h) be its translation axis together with endpoints. If h is parabolic, we let axis(h) be the fixed point of h on ∂D. By Proposition 5.6, we have h t → h ∞ , h
E . It follows that the corresponding axes also converge. Let ν ± t be the orthogeodesic between axis(h t ) and axis(h 
The Fenchel-Nielsen twist coordinate θ α (S t ) also converges as t → ∞ E since the quotient map R → R/ 1 2 Z is a covering map. Recall that our ultimate goal is to prove that the half-twists about curves in E converge. The natural coordinate system in which to measure the half-twist θ α (S t ) is the annulus cover corresponding to α * t . In that annulus, the geodesic α * t is longitudinal and the orthogeodesics η + t and η − t are latitudinal. However, our only way to compare what happens near α * t in S t with what happens in S ∞ is via grafted cylinder coordinates. Therefore, we need to understand how distances get distorted when we change coordinates from the grafted cylinder C α t to the corresponding annulus cover.
A distortion theorem for cylinders
Every conformal embedding from the infinite cylinder C/Z to itself is an isometry for the Euclidean metric. In this section, we prove that every essential conformal embedding from a sufficiently long cylinder into C/Z is as close as we wish to an isometry away from the boundary. For b > 0, we write B(b) = {z ∈ C : | Im z| < b} for the strip of height 2b centered on the real line. Let T be a straight cylinder of modulus 1 contained in B(b − 2)/Z, and let U be the smallest straight cylinder containing ϕ(T ). By the above discussion, the modulus M of U is finite and ϕ −1 is defined on U . Suppose M > 2 and let ε := (M − 2)/2. Then ϕ −1 (U ) is an essential cylinder in C/Z of modulus M > 2 + ε. The largest straight cylinder V that ϕ −1 (U ) contains has modulus at least 1 + ε by the Lemma 4.4. As T is a straight cylinder in ϕ −1 (U ), V contains T . Since mod V > mod T , the cylinder V forms an open neighborhood of one of the two boundary components of T . Now, U contains ϕ(V ) and is thus an open neighborhood of one boundary component of ϕ(T ). This shows that U is not minimal, a contradiction. Therefore U has modulus at most 2. Proof. Let ϕ : B(b)/Z → C/Z be the unique map such that p•f = ϕ•p. The image p(Q) is included in a straight cylinder T of modulus 1 contained in B(b − 2)/Z. By the previous lemma, ϕ(T ) is contained in a straight cylinder of modulus, and hence area, at most 2. Therefore ϕ(p(Q)) has area at most 2. We have ϕ(p(Q)) = p(f (Q)). Since p(Q) is simply connected and ϕ is an embedding, ϕ(p(Q)) is also simply connected. It follows that p : f (Q) → ϕ(p(Q)) is injective. Since p is a local isometry, the area of f (Q) is bounded by 2.
For the rest of this section, suppose that b > 3 and f ∈ F b . We let C 1 = 8/π, C 2 = 8πe 5π (C 1 + 1) and write z = x + iy and w = u + iv throughout.
Lemma 6.4. The inequality |f (z)| ≤ C 1 holds for every z ∈ B(b − 5/2).
Proof. Let z ∈ B(b − 5/2). Since |f | 2 is subharmonic, we have
where D is the disk of radius one-half about z. Alternatively, this follows from Cauchy's formula. If Q is the open unit square centered at z, we get
By integration we easily obtain the following bound.
Corollary 6.5. The inequality |f (z)| ≤ C 1 |z| holds for every z ∈ B(b − 5/2).
The main trick appears in the next lemma. We apply Cauchy's residue theorem to a well-chosen function and get a good bound on f . holds for every z ∈ B(b − 3).
Proof. As f is Z-periodic, it suffices to prove the inequality for |x| < 1/2. Fix z = x + iy ∈ B(b − 3) with |x| < 1/2 and let R = {w ∈ C : | Re w − x| < 1/2, | Im w| < b − 5/2} .
The function
is holomorphic in R \ {z} and has residue f (z)/π 2 at z. By Cauchy's residue theorem, we have
Moreover, since the integrand is Z-periodic, the two vertical sides of the integral cancel out and we are left with
where h = b − 5/2. For ζ = s + it with |t| ≥ log 2, we have 8 .
It follows that
| sin 2 (π(u ± ih − z))| = | sin 2 (π(u − x − i(y ∓ h))| ≥ e 2π(h−|y|)
8 .
Using this inequality and the bound |f | ≤ C 1 from Lemma 6.4 in the above integral yields |f (z)| ≤ 8πC 1 e 2π(h−|y|) = 8πe 5π C 1 e 2π(|y|−b) ≤ C 2 e 2π(|y|−b) .
The same trick can be applied to get a good bound on f on the real line, better than the one from Lemma 6.4. holds for all x ∈ R.
Proof. It suffices to prove the inequality on the interval − and thus |f (u ± ib) − (u ± ib)| ≤ (C 1 + 1)(b + 1). Combining this with the lower bound | sin(π(u ± ib − x))| 2 ≥ e 2πb /8 in the integral yields |f (x) − 1| ≤ 8π(C 1 + 1)(b + 1)e −2πb ≤ C 2 (b + 1)e −2πb .
